1. This session’s information will be useful to me in my job (and/or my personal life).
2. The description matched what I experienced in the session.
3. The facilitator demonstrated good presentation skills.
4. Overall, this was a good session.

Open-ended feedback:

Always enjoyed your presentations. Thank you.
As a student, I loved your presentation and the information you have provided. I hope some professors really take your advice, because school has been a drag with narrated PowerPoints.
As a student, this was truly eye-opening. I would love to see this rise up in the future.
Awesome; useful; re-energized me.
Excellent demos & illustrations.
Excellent—well done. Very helpful—useful information I can take back & present to our faculty (I am not faculty) in a way they will listen to.
Good ideas.
Great “conversation” on UDL—excellent presentation skills—very enjoyable & informative.
Great work.
Great!
I am not faculty but this was extremely interesting. I support faculty and plan to be a sneaky evangelist. 😊
I had no idea what this would be about. I wanted to expose myself to new information. I teach public speaking—awesome presentation! And yes, I can use much of this in my courses.
I was greatly impressed by this session.
Terrific presentation. I wish our 70/80 task force members could see this workshop. They are working on student retention & these strategies are so useful.
The Force is strong with this one!
Thought provoking.
Tom is an outstanding presenter and did an incredible job making a daunting subject for faculty & admins approachable.
Outstanding—maybe best of conference.
Tom provided some excellent ideas to incorporate into our instructional design.
Valuable information.
Very good; however, some of the peripheral dialog could have been omitted.
Very instructive w/good tips for UD.
Very, very entertaining. However, I am already “there.” However, I am thinking about inserting falling-cat videos into some of my video content, just to wake them up.
Wonderful, “do-able” recommendations for faculty and other who help to design environments.